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This invention relates to an improvement in the con 

ventional gas-actuated push rod system for a self-loading 
?rearm, more particularly, to a push rod system par 
ticularly adapted to a lightweight, self-loading ?rearm 
of the rapid ?re type. 

In the conventional gas-actuated push rod system for 
a self-loading ?rearm, the gas is bled from a port in 
the barrel into a piston and cylinder arrangement. 

It is preferred in the interest of less weight to locate 
the gas port on the barrel nearer the muzzle where the 
gas pressure is less and the unlocking and reloading can 
be effected with less massive mechanism than is required 
for storing the kinetic energy to effect reloading with a 
short-coupled gas system. However, a long and rela 
tively rigid push rod is required in such a system. The 
rigid push rod is attached to the piston cylinder arrange 
ment on one end and the other end is attached to the 
receiver mechanism in a manner to actuate the self 
loading mechanism. It is spring-biased for the return 
stroke. 

If the push rod is of reduced diameter to eliminate 
weight, it will bend or whip by reason of the rapid ac 
tion of the ?rearm and in the conventional system, in 
troduces binding or galling in the piston and cylinder 
assembly. The binding or galling of the piston and 
cylinder will cause malfunction or greatly reduce the ef 
fectiveness of the system. 

In the present invention, the push rod can be of greatly 
reduced diameter from the conventional push rod and 
designed to bend freely within the elastic limits of the 
material without impairing the function of the weapon 
and thus effecting a considerable reduction in the weight 
of the push rod. This is accomplished by the mounting 
of the push rod on the piston assembly as hereinafter 
described. 

It is an ‘object of this invention to provide a light 
weight push rod for a gas-actuated push rod system 
through the reduction of the diameter of the push rod 
which can bend freely in operation Without impairing the 
operation of the system or causing malfunction of the 
system. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
mounting for a push rod for gas~actuated push rod sys 
tem for a self-loading ?rearm that will bend freely with 
out transmitting the bending of the push rod to the pis 
ton cylinder assembly. 

Further and other objects of this invention will be 
come apparent from the description of the accompanying 
drawings in which like numerals refer to like parts. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a fragmentary view of a rapid self-loading 

?rearm gas-actuated push‘ rod system; 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary view of the forward end of 

the barrel of the system, showing the push rod assembly 
in the operating position; 
FIGS. 3 and 4 are views of an alternate arrangement 

of the push rod piston cylinder assembly on a ri?e bar 
rel. 
FIGURE 1 of the drawing shows a ri?e barrel 1 

secured to a receiver 2. Block 3 represents a portion of 
the self-loading system which is actuated by push rod 
4. Push rod 4 extends into the receiver 2 and moves 
block 3, as the ri?e is ?red, for reloading. 
On the forward end of barrel 1, gas is bled off at port 5 

in the barrel and through passage 6. Piston 7 has passage 
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8 formed therein and it is threaded at 9 into bracket 10 
which is rigidly secured to barrel 1. A cylinder 11 sur 
rounds piston 7 and moves rearwardly of the barrel with 
each ?ring. 
The forward end of push rod 4 is formed with a spheri 

cal surface engaging a similar spherical surface on 
cylinder 11. The forward end of push rod 4 and the 
rearward end of cylinder 11 have inter-engaging means, 
such as pin 13 loosely ?tting in hole 14, to provide free 
dom of movement of push rod 4 with respect to cylinder 
11 at surface 12. Spring 15 biases push rod 4 against 
cylinder 11 throughout the operation of the system. 
When the ri?e is ?red and the bullet passes port 5, a 

small quantity of gas under high pressure is bled off 
through passages 6 and 8 and causes cylinder 11 to move 
rearwardly ‘of the barrel of the ri?e. The motion of 
cylinder 11 is transmitted to push rod 4, and in turn, to 
bolt unlocking and reloading mechanism represented 
at 3. 

If rapid ?re causes push rod 4 to bend or whip, the 
forward end will merely move with respect to cylinder 
11 on spherical surface 12, and no bending or stress 
will occur between cylinder 11 and piston 7 that will 
tend to gall and produce malfunction. 
As shown in FIG. 2, relative motion of piston 7 and 

cylinder 11 will be coaxial. 
FIGS. 3 and 4 show the same result with a lightweight 

push rod, but with the connection of the piston and 
cylinder reversed. Piston 7' has formed on its rearward 
end, spherical surface 12 and projection 13. Cylinder 
111’ is threaded to engage bracket 10. The remainder of 
the parts function in the manner described in connection 
with FIGS. 1 and 2. 
A long, lightweight push rod is thus achieved which 

will operate reliably over a long period of time and 
achieve the overall feature of saving in weight in the 
self-loading system including the unlocking and reloading 
mechanism. 

It is to be undertsood that certain changes, alternations, 
modi?cations and substitutions can be made without de 
parting from the spirit and scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A lightweight push rod system for a self-loading 

?rearm comprising a barrel, a gas port formed therein 
near the muzzle end of said barrel, a piston and cylinder 
assembly secured to said barrel, means forming a pas 
sage to interconnect said piston and cylinder assembly‘ 
and said gas port to conduct gas from said barrel to 
actuate said piston and cylinder assembly, said piston 
and cylinder assembly formed with a spherical end sur 
face perpendicular to the axis of said assembly, a push 
rod interconnecting said piston and cylinder assembly 
and the self-loading mechanism of the ?rearm, said push 
rod having the end adjacent said piston and cylinder as 
sembly formed with a mating spherical surface, loosely 
coupled locator means positioning said spherical end of 
said push rod on said spherical end of said piston and 
cylinder assembly and biasing means to hold said spheri 
cal surfaces in contact and to permit relative motion of 
said push rod along said barrel, but out of axial align 
ment with said piston and cylinder assembly, said locator 
means comprising an elongated pin on one of said spheri 
cal surfaces, loosely engaging a longer hole formed in 
the other of said spherical surfaces. 

2. The device as set forth in claim 1, in which said 
means forming a passage interconnecting said piston and 
cylinder assembly and said gas port is a bracket ?rmly 
secured to said barrel, said piston and cylinder assembly 
being mounted on said bracket. 

.3. The device as set forth in claim 1, in which said 
bracket is a front sight bracket. 
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